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Hare(s) Ms Bean &  
Stevie Blunder 

Venue Happy Valley 
Old Coulsdon 

ONON  

HAPPY VALLEY: SERPENTS 
ARE TO BE FOUND IN 
EVERY GRASSY EDEN 

Stevie Blunder and Miss 
Bean are two of the fastest 
and fittest hashers I know, 
with sunny pleasant 
personalities. They are also 
deeply reluctant to conform 
to the modus vivendi of the 
Surrey Hash. Some 2 years 
ago they set a live trail on 
Chobham Common, with 
only 2 checks (checks are 
the life-blood of a trail!), 
during which Atalanta did 
actually catch the hare, the 
spolia opima of hashing. 
Today we were told that all 
checks had forward 
solutions; a bar meant 
“Count 3 blobs back and 
turn sideways.” In practice 
we came unstuck early on 
as a result, taking an 
unconscionable time to 

 

solve a check which did in 
reality have a solution 
requiring us to go back, 
even if minimally. As for 
the 3 blobs back, this was at 
first easy, but became 
increasingly more difficult, 
and indeed eventually we 
gave up and went home on 
the GPS. 

“We”, There were only 3 
of us: not one of Body Shop, 
Kelinchi, or Master Bates 
had arrived 5 minutes after 
the agreed time, which was 
when we left. In fact we 
were astonished, given our 
faltering progress, never to 
be caught by either these 
laggards or the next group. 
So we were Shiva, RHUM, 
and myself. And long before 
our surrender we had come 

across counter-intuitive 
instructions: “R” pointing 
straight home, “SC” going 
away from home. Well, we 
thought of ourselves as “R”, 
and duly followed flour, 
indeed to a check only a few 
hundred metres from the car 
park. The hares must have 
decided that either hashers 
would not recognise where 
they were (and goodness 
knows we have been here 
often enough!) or would 
faithfully follow the flour, 
which we did. This brought us 
back in a great loop to rejoin 
(as I suppose) the “SC” trail; 
but shortly after came our 
decision to cut our losses. 

Naturally there were plus 
sides to this trail. A 
wonderland of bluebells – and 

here I must disagree with 
the emphasis Master B puts 
on our native species. Many 
of the trees and plants 
which enliven and enrich 
our landscape are not 
strictly “native”, but the 
species co-exist amiably; it 
is not like red squirrels, 
unable to compete with 
grey invaders. The car park 
was indeed as much taken 
by the family vehicles of 
young footballers as I had 
predicted last week, but the 
turnover is such that cars 
are also for ever leaving, 
making way for the equally 
numerous arrivals. The rain 
largely held off, though 
there was enough to make 
the M25 problematic or 
unpleasant. The hares had 
made a cake. So there was 
plenty to cheer our return to 
the scene of our last full 

The Runday Shag 

hash as SH3 before 
lockdown began, on the eve 
of our being once again able 
to hash as 30. 

The Harry and Sally film 
asks whether it is possible for 
a man and a woman to be 
friends, with no romantic or 
sexual overtones. The 
obvious answer is Yes; my 
own experience of early 
married life was in 
Tanganyika/Tanzania in a 
community of young couples 
and single people, Africans, 
Americans, Dutch, Irish, 
Brits, and we were very 
friendly, with no hint of 
infidelity or marital bust-ups. 
But on second thoughts I 
wonder: before marriage, 
say, when young people are 
exploring social relations, 
uncertain of their own 
futures, is friendship strictly 
defined really possible? Do 

youngsters not see everyone 
newly met as a potential 
partner? Well, you tell me! 
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The Non-Live Hares 

Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h) 

cggurney@btinternet.com     
 

Tosser 
(aka Trevor Russell 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
RHUM 

(aka Barry Nickelson) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
HashEd: 

Master Bates II 
(aka Briain Lee) 

 
Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka FRB Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Trails Line: 
07484 134245 

(The line that never rings!) 
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Addendum 
 

I didn’t manage to attend the run; I had runs of my own! 
I do not want to start/continue a bluebell/invasive species debate. It is true that 

the greater threat to our native (protected) species is habitat destruction. In the case 
of the eastern gray squirrel (aka grey squirrel), it is an ecologically essential natural 
forest regenerator. It outperforms our native species (it’s even far more tolerant to 
habitat destruction) and thought to carry parapoxvirus to which our native “Squirrel 
Nutkin” has no immunity. Rather like the American signal crayfish situation except 
that the invader  is highly destructive to our river banks. 

Opinions vary on invasive species. I find the occasional visit of a small flock of 
rose-ringed parakeets (aka ring-necked parakeets) welcome. The enormous flocks 
in Windsor Great Park have, I understand, driven local residents to distraction with 
their cacophony. 
 

         A young woman is wheeled by a white clad nurse on a trolley bed to the 
operating theatre. The nurse goes into the theatre to check that all is ready. A 
man in a white coat lifts the sheet and examines her naked body. He then talks to 
another man dressed in a white coat who then does the same. When a third man 
does the same, she grows impatient and says “All these examinations are appreci-
ated, but when will the operation begin?” The man shrugs his shoulders and says 
“I haven’t a clue. We’re just painting the corridor!” 
 

OnOn! Master Bates 
 

Letters to the Editor 
 

 Sorry we missed you yesterday.  It was our stomping ground!  Sir Ray was 
his usual knowledgeable self.  We were remarking about all the lovely wild 
flowers that are out.  Not just the copious bluebells which are now past 
their best in the woodland but all the others, apart from wild garlic and 
wood anemone also in woodland, there are buttercups, dandelion, cowslips, 
milk maid etc.  He drew my attention to a wild plant called yellow rattle it 
has a species which would you believe is called rare yellow rattle and ap-
parently Happy Valley where we were is one of the only places in the UK 
where it is prolific.  They don’t mow the grassland until it has seeded in 
late summer. The reason for it’s name is that once it has seeded, the pods 
rattle with the dry seed.  
I am sending you all this gumph as I thought it might be an interesting titbit 
for the RS I have found some images but am not computer literate enough 
to send one. 
[Oh yes she is and did! See left MB] 
 

OnOn, Do You? Rhinanthus minor 
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Lord Raleigh’s Quadrupedic SH3 Oppos 
 

 ELOQUENT ARTHUR aka EQUUS IPSAE  LOQUITOR  ARTHUR S SEAT etc celebrated the Bank Holiday with a fine 
win at  Newbury at 9/2 On the following Monday ARTHUR’S  ANGEL flew in at 12/1 On Saturday ELOQUENT ARTHUR 
was 7/4 favourite at Doncaster only to finish 7th /13 ? Meanwhile BRIAN THE SNAIL aka Lord BRIAN  DAVE etc.  decided 
for once to go at his own pace   ie  _ Slow  

TROOPER JONES  was pulled up in his race for inappropriate dress? W believe that TOMINATOR seems to taking a well 
earned rest after all 'her' exertions week after week  HEY JONESY also ran somewhere 

ROSY WORLD  could only come 2nd to PONDERING POET after  her fine win at Warwick 5 days earlier 
DAZZLING DAN  TUGBOAT and SEXY BEAST  (the human version often seen in Leatherhead scuttling off to some secret 

tryst) made a rare appearance  which was  more than can be said for the bipeds. 
LOW PROFILE the sprightly 6 year old (You re having a laugh aren’t you ! - Ed ) came out again but could not match his 

fine 14/ 1 second at Catterick 
Earlier SIR RUMI aka NICKELSONTHE Dime COMMODORE BARRY etc  celebrated his birthday with a win at Catterick 

winning as a favourite should - not on his birthday mind where at Newmarket he could only finish  4th to PETER THE GREAT 
who won at 11/1 

What of the Dancers?  DANCING JERRY jigged in from a  massive field at Punchestown a few weeks ago DANCING JO   
finished midfield this week incidentally QUEEN JO JO justified her price of 50/1 by finishing well down the field and DANC-
ING DOUG has been out a number of times as favourite often finishing 3rd  at Ayr and Newcastle and  once on the floor MRS        
ROBINSON made an appearance  somewhere recently but I can’t remember where. 

At Ayr HURRICANE HARVEY finished 8th in a race won by  FLEURIE    
ATALANTA S GOLD has twice been a non runner in Ireland where the 4 year old GLOW WORM was unable to build on his 

two fine 3rds at Navan and the Curragh  
ATALANTAS BOY won his race at Goodwood JEN’S BOY came in 3/4 in the 3m handicap chase at Ludlow ROSEISISA-

ROSEISAROSE has not been out since  her 3rd/6 at Chelfenham   PERCY S PRIDE was well fancied at Kempton but was 
unplaced but TEQUILA TEQUILA showed his mettle to come 2nd at 12/1 at Catterick? 

  JUSTANOTHERBOTTLE  came second a as did GIVEUSASWIG BRANDY STATION clocked a couple of wins in 
'sprints'  wish I could think of 5 furlongs as  a sprint  CHAMPAGNE  COURT could only make 3rd  In a five horse race 

Well there I am sure you will all agree that is QUITE enough for  the time being! 
 

...On On at a canter,  Ld Raleigh  

Blast from the past 


